
Intelligence and National Security Experience

Information Assurance Technology Analysis Center. Booz Allen's national resource for collecting, analyzing,

generating, and disseminating scientific and technical information on emerging technologies is critical for information

operations and information assurance.

Public Key Infrastructure. We support the PKI planning and implementation strategy for U.S. security

agencies, civil agencies, and the Department of Defense (DoD).

Knowledge Management/Decision Support Tool. For the U.S. Joint Requirements Oversight Council, we are

developing a tool that merges document management capability with architectural analysis/visualization.

Information Risk Analysis. We regularly perform risk analysis, penetration testing, contingency planning,

networking, and secure data transfer for U.S. government civilian agencies. We are one of seven companies

certified by the NSA to perform vulnerability assessments of commercial and government entities under the

INFOSECAssessment Training and Rating Program (IATRP).

Intelligence Data Applications. We analyze intelligence collection capabilities, intelligence dissemination

systems, and intelligence products to seek ways to improve support to both military and national intelligence

"consumers." These improvements have included concepts for improved collection capabilities, tailored

intelligence-collection strategies, new intelligence-analysis tools, and enhanced support to the military operations

of the U.S. and its allies.

Border Control. We built and deployed worldwide the Personal IdentificationSecure Comparison and Evaluation

System (PISCES), which allows countries to collect, compare, and analyze data to secure their borders or other

controlled areas. The system provides border-control officials and other interested groups with a tracking system

and set of analytical tools to capture and evaluate information of interest, making PISCES a critical tool in the

war on terrorism.

Certification and Accreditation. We provided planning and documentation support, and conducted numerous

C&A activities in support of DoD and security agencies, and we are one of six U.S. companies to be certified as

an approved test and evaluation facility to develop IT security evaluation criteria that are broadly useful within

the international community. (NAIP and TTAP Certification)

Mission Assurance. We assisted with the development of the only approved mission implementation plan for

the NSA.

Privatization. We support the NSA's activities in analysis and evaluation for the feasibility of acquiring IT

services by evaluating various sourcing options and strategies.

Distance Learning. We developed CLEON, a distance education effort developed and managed by Booz Allen,

which is currently the NRO's primary distance education tool. We develop, implement, and maintain training

courses over existing wide-area networks to include SIPRNET, GWAN, and JWICS.

Customer Advocacy. We have won six national Telly Awards for our innovative multimedia/video products used

by our customers to communicate their vision and mission.

Message Handling Systems. We developed the primary message handling systems for the NRO.

Voting Over the Internet (VOI). We developed the prototype for the first system to use the Internet to cast

binding votes in a U.S. general election.



Additional Information Related Capabilities

Intelligence Community

SUPPORTING THE US INTELLIGENCE MISSION

Intelligence agencies face a complex array of interconnected threats and challenges — challenges that require not only

deep analytic capabilities but secure collaborative systems and processes as well.

For more than six decades, Booz Allen’s strategy and technology experts have helped with strategic planning,

intelligence management and analysis, information sharing, training, counterintelligence and other mission support.

We serve the Director of National Intelligence, Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence, National Intelligence and Civil

Agencies, and Military Intelligence.

By delivering up-to-the-minute expertise and innovative technology solutions, we help intellgence agencies gain the

knowledge they need to bolster national security.

RightIT™ Fact Sheet

Booz Allen Hamilton, a leading strategy and technology consulting firm,
helps federal agencies acquire the right IT at the lowest costs. Our
RightIT™ methodology baselines IT infrastructure, provides benchmarks
to measure IT performance, analyzes alternatives, and develops
roadmaps to achieve efficient and effective IT operations. Read More

Cyber People Development: Recruits to Fill Mission Gap

Booz Allen’s Cyber People Development offering helps  organizations to
develop, assess, and analyze a competency model to assist in
determining which candidates best fill critical cyber mission gaps. Read
More

Countering Advanced Persistent Threats

A Strategic Approach to the Growing Danger of APTs. Read More

Panel Features Experts’ Vision of Cloud Computing

Federal government looks to Booz Allen as a “reality broker” for government cloud
services. Read More

AFCEA Biometrics Consortium Conference

In a keynote address presented at the Biometric Consortium Conference and
Technology Expo, Booz Allen Executive Vice President Mike McConnell gives his
perspective on biometric technologies. Read More
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Persia House

Bringing readers distinctive, unbiased insights on emerging issues and trends on Iran
and the Persian Gulf. Read More

James S. Cogswell Outstanding Industrial Security Achievement Awards for

2009

Booz Allen's Colorado Springs office is among the Cogswell award honorees. Read
More

Mike McConnell Rejoins Booz Allen as Senior VP

National security leader joins firm after service as Director of
National Intelligence. Read More

Preparing for the Next Game

December 10, 2008 — Speech given by Mark Gerencser (Booz Allen Senior Vice
President) at the AFCEA Solution Series "Cyberspace: Challenges and Solutions for
National Security" held in Washington, DC. Read More

Intelligence and National Security Experience

Booz Allen Hamilton has a long history of providing support to major national security,
intelligence, and law enforcement agencies for the use and protection of vital
information. Read More
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Mike McConnell Rejoins Booz Allen as Senior VP

January 27, 2009

McLean, VA — Booz Allen Hamilton today announced that J. Michael (Mike)

McConnell will rejoin the firm as senior vice president upon the completion of his

service as Director of National Intelligence.

“We are proud to welcome Mike McConnell back to the Booz Allen family,” said Dr.

Ralph W. Shrader, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Booz Allen Hamilton.

“Mike embodies what Booz Allen has long stood for: integrity and dedication to

service. He is a leader in the national security community and true patriot who has

devoted his life to keeping our country safe and secure.”

McConnell has an illustrious record of government service. He previously served as

Director of the National Security Agency under Presidents George H.W. Bush and Bill

Clinton.  A Vietnam veteran, he served a total of 29 years in the Navy retiring in 1996

as a Vice Admiral. 

Upon his retirement from the Navy, he joined Booz Allen where he attained the position of senior vice president, and

departed in 2006 when asked by President George W. Bush to become the Director of National Intelligence. President

Obama has asked McConnell to continue to serve by accepting a position on his President Intelligence Advisory Board

(PIAB), the Board which advises the President on all matters related to intelligence.

“I couldn’t be happier to return to Booz Allen as it continues to provide vital national security, civilian, and defense

assistance to the government,” said McConnell. “I’ve always admired Booz Allen’s dedication to government service and

look forward to contributing.” McConnell will lead the firm’s national security business unit.
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